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(57) ABSTRACT
A method of growing carbon nanotubes uses a synthesized mesoporous silica template with approximately cylindrical pores being formed therein. The surfaces of the pores are coated with a carbon nanotube precursor, and the template with the surfaces of the pores so-coated is then heated until the carbon nanotube precursor in each pore is converted to a carbon nanotube.

16 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
TEMPLATED GROWTH OF CARBON NANO TUBES

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in part by an employee of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to the growth of carbon nanotubes. More specifically, the invention is a method of growing carbon nanotubes in a template to provide for uniformly dimensioned carbon nanotubes.

2. Description of the Related Art

Since their discovery in 1991, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted significant attention due to their unique electronic, mechanical, and chemical properties. Their electronic and chemical properties give CNTs the potential for a wide range of novel applications to include advanced scouting probes, electron field emission sources, hydrogen storage materials, and building blocks of molecular electronics. CNTs' extraordinary mechanical properties make them ideal candidates for use as reinforcing fibers in nanocomposites.

Unfortunately, while there are many advantages to using CNTs, there are also several problems associated with their fabrication (i.e., synthesis). The main problems are that current CNT synthesis methods cannot produce large quantities of CNTs with consistent quality that is defined by substantially uniform length and diameter, since both length and diameter of CNTs affect the properties and/or behavior of the CNTs. More specifically, CNT length can affect mechanical properties of materials the CNTs are supposed to reinforce, while CNT diameters influence electrical characteristics of the CNTs. Another problem associated with current CNT synthesis methods is that the CNTs grow together in bundles and prefer to agglomerate rather than disperse in a matrix, thereby reducing their effectiveness as a mechanical reinforcement.

To overcome some of these fabrication problems, developers have tried to use templates to control CNT growth. However, the various template growth methods have been unable to achieve individual and separated CNTs of uniform length and diameter at a reasonable cost. Further, some templating materials/methods contaminate the CNTs during the growth thereof so that the ultimate CNTs are not pure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method of growing CNTs.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a templated method of growing CNTs that yields substantially uniform length and diameter CNTs.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide a templated method of growing CNTs that yields pure CNTs that are uncontaminated by the template.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a templated method of growing CNTs that is cost effective.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and drawings.

In accordance with the present invention, a method of growing carbon nanotubes starts by synthesizing a template made from a mesoporous silica having approximately cylindrical pores formed therein. The inner surfaces of the pores are then coated with a carbon nanotube precursor capable of being carbonized upon the heating thereof. The template with the surfaces of the pores so-coated is then heated until the carbon nanotube precursor in each pore is converted to a carbon nanotube.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon reference to the following description of the embodiments and to the drawings, wherein corresponding reference characters indicate corresponding parts throughout the several views of the drawings and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a top view of a hexagonal pack of hollow mesoporous silica cylinders that form a template of mesoporous silica used in the method of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the synthesized template of mesoporous silica taken along line 2—2 in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the synthesized template with the approximately cylindrical pores thereof coated with a carbon nanotube precursor in accordance with the method of the present invention; and

FIG. 4 is a part cross-sectional, part schematic view of the synthesized template having CNTs formed in the approximately cylindrical pores after carbonization of the carbon nanotube precursor in accordance with the method of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to a top view in FIG. 1 and a cross-sectional view in FIG. 2, a synthesized template for use in the present invention is shown and is referenced generally by numeral 10. Template 10 is formed by a close pack configuration of hollow mesoporous cylinders 11 arranged in a hexagonal pack. This arrangement of cylinders 11 defines a mesoporous silica 12 (FIG. 2) having approximately cylindrical pores 14 formed therein that serve as the mold for growing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in accordance with the present invention. In this illustrated example, mesoporous silica 12 is of uniform thickness 't' with individual approximately cylindrical pores 14 extending all the way therethrough. Pores 14 are straight and can be parallel to one another as shown. When it is desired to produce a quantity of CNTs having substantially uniform diameters, each of approximately cylindrical pores 14 should have the same (or nearly the same) diameter. For example, a sample template was synthesized to yield approximately cylindrical pores 14 having diameters in the range of 3.5-4.0 nanometers. This diameter range provides CNTs that are useful for a variety of applications to include mechanical reinforcement, electrical conductivity enhancement, and possibly thermal management.

As is known in the art of template construction, approximately cylindrical pores 14 are formed by the following general steps: providing approximately cylindrical rods (not shown) that are typically made from an organic material and have outside diameters equal to the desired inside diameters of approximately cylindrical pores 14, synthesizing mesoporous silica about the rods whereby the rods become "plugs" within mesoporous silica cylinders 11, and then
removing the "plugs" (e.g., via organic material degradation) to yield the structure illustrated in FIG. 1 and 2. The synthesizing of mesoporous silica (about the rods/plugs that will be removed to define approximately cylindrical pores 14) is known in the art. See, for example, "Ordered Mesoporous Molecular Sieves Synthesized by a Liquid-Crystal Template Mechanism," Kreage et al., Nature 1992, Vol. 359, p. 710, and "A New Family of Mesoporous Molecular Sieves Prepared With Liquid Crystal Templates," Beck et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 114, 1992, p. 10834.

Briefly, reagents used for the synthesis of template 10 included ammonium hydroxide (NH₄OH) at 30 weight percent, tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), aluminum isopropoxide ([iso-prop]₃Al) and cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTABr). The synthesis of mesoporous silica template 10 was performed using the following reaction composition 1.0 TEOS: 0.01 ([iso-prop]₃Al): 0.2 CATBr: 0.5 NH₄OH: 150 H₂O. The resulting gel was aged for 3 days at 110° C. in TEFLO™-lined stainless steel autoclaves. The product was filtered, washed with distilled water, dried in air, and finally calcined at 650° C. for 6 hours. The 650° C. exposure step removes the organic "plugs" by degradation. The resulting aluminum mesoporous silica can then be, but is not required to be, treated with 0.1M solution of cobalt nitrate (Co(NO₃)₂) solution, iron salts, nickel salts, or any other metal salts for 4 hours to impregnate cobalt in the mesoporous silica. The product is then filtered, washed with distilled water, and dried.

The next step in the present invention is to coat the surfaces of each of approximately cylindrical pores 14 with a carbon nanotube precursor 20 as shown in FIG. 3. While carbon nanotube precursor 20 is essentially any hydrocarbon that can be carbonized through the heating thereof to form a CNT (e.g., polymers, solvents such as toluene, or other aromatic hydrocarbons), one of the great advantages of the present invention is achieved when carbon nanotube precursor 20 is sugar-based. For example, carbon nanotube precursor 20 can be based on the readily-available and inexpensive table sugar or sucrose. Since carbon nanotube precursor 20 is most effective when its hydrocarbon content is optimized and since sucrose has many hydroxyl (—OH) groups, it is advantageous to reduce the number of hydroxyl groups present in sucrose prior to the carbonization thereof to form CNTs. One way of reducing sucrose's hydroxyl groups while simultaneously coating the surface of approximately cylindrical pores 14 will now be explained by way of example.

Sucrose is first mixed in solution with sulfuric acid with the resulting mixture then being impregnated into template 10. Such impregnation can be achieved in a variety of ways to include, but not limited to, immersion of template 10 into the sucrose/sulfuric acid solution, flowing the sucrose/sulfuric acid solution over/through template 10, or otherwise introducing the sucrose/sulfuric acid solution into approximately cylindrical pores 14 of template 10. The sulfuric acid removes some water from the sucrose to thereby reduce the hydroxyl group content of the sucrose to effectively convert same to an intermediate (sucrose-based) carbon black that serves as carbon nanotube precursor 20. After such impregnation with the sucrose/sulfuric acid solution, template 10 is then dried (e.g., at 160° C. in a nitrogen atmosphere) to yield the structure illustrated in FIG. 3.

To grow CNTs, the structure illustrated in FIG. 3 is heated to bring about the carbonization of carbon nanotube precursor 20. That is, a CNT 30 (FIG. 4) grows from carbon nanotube precursor 20 coated on approximately cylindrical pores 14. For the illustrated example of a reduced hydroxyl group derivative of sucrose serving as carbon nanotube precursor 20, heating temperatures in the range of 700°-900° C. were used to successfully grow CNTs 30. Time for such heating ranged from 8–12 hours. Such heating can be performed while applying a vacuum, or inert atmosphere such as nitrogen, helium, or argon to the structure illustrated in FIG. 3 in order to reduce the temperature at which CNT growth is completed. It was found that the increased hydrocarbon content of a reduced hydroxyl group derivative of sugar served to optimize the inventive method by providing the chemical structure more favorable to yielding the high hydrocarbon content of the target product, i.e., CNTs 30. Since CNTs 30 grow from carbon nanotube precursor 20 which is constrained within approximately cylindrical pores 14, CNT growth and the resulting CNTs 30 are defined by approximately cylindrical pores 14 that, in this example, are straight and have substantially uniform diameters and lengths.

Following the growth of CNTs 30 in approximately cylindrical pores 14, the resulting structure is a monolithic carbon-silica nanocomposite 40 that can function as a semiconducting material. The shape and size of semiconducting nanocomposite 40 can be tailored during the formation of the mesoporous silica template. If it is desired to utilize CNTs 30 by themselves, mesoporous silica 12 can be removed to thereby yield a plurality of uniform length and diameter CNTs 30. To retain the straight and parallel nature of CNTs 30 in mesoporous silica 12 after silica 12 is removed, it may be necessary to couple one or both ends of each of CNTs 30 to a support (not shown) prior to the removal of mesoporous silica 12. Removal of mesoporous silica 12 can be achieved by dissolving silica 12 through application of a solvent (e.g., hydrofluoric acid) that does not react with CNTs 30.

The advantages of the present invention are numerous. By constraining CNT growth to pre-sized tubes, CNTs having uniform length and diameter can be grow easily and simply. The process yields individual and straight CNTs that will not be bundled or aggregated. Further, the ability to use readily-available, inexpensive and non-hazardous sugars as the source for the carbon nanotube precursor will greatly improve the affordability of CNTs.

Although the invention has been described relative to a specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations and modifications that will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that, within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifically described.

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent of the United States is:

1. A method of growing carbon nanotubes, comprising the steps of:
   synthesizing a template made from a mesoporous silica such that said template has a plurality of approximately cylindrical pores formed therein;
   coating surfaces of each of said approximately cylindrical pores with a carbon nanotube precursor capable of being carbonized upon the heating thereof; and
   heating said template with said surfaces of said approximately cylindrical pores so-coated until said carbon nanotube precursor in each of said approximately cylindrical pores is converted to a carbon nanotube wherein said carbon nanotube precursor is sugar-based.
2. A method of growing carbon nanotubes, comprising the steps of:
synthesizing a template made from a mesoporous silica such that said template has a plurality of approximately cylindrical pores formed therein;
coating surfaces of each of said approximately cylindrical pores with a carbon nanotube precursor capable of being carbonized upon the heating thereof; and
heating said template with said surfaces of said approximately cylindrical pores so-coated until said carbon nanotube precursor in each of said approximately cylindrical pores is converted to a carbon nanotube;
wherein, said step of coating includes the step of impregnating said template with a solution of sucrose diluted in a liquid.

3. A method of growing carbon nanotubes, comprising the steps of:
synthesizing a template made from a mesoporous silica such that said template has a plurality of approximately cylindrical pores formed therein;
coating surfaces of each of said approximately cylindrical pores with a carbon nanotube precursor capable of being carbonized upon the heating thereof; and
heating said template with said surfaces of said approximately cylindrical pores so-coated until said carbon nanotube precursor in each of said approximately cylindrical pores is converted to a carbon nanotube;
wherein said step of coating includes the step of impregnating said template with a solution of sucrose diluted in sulfuric acid.

4. A method for growing carbon nanotubes, comprising the steps of:
synthesizing a template made from a mesoporous silica such that said template has a plurality of straight approximately cylindrical pores having an inside diameter in the range of approximately 3.5-4.0 nanometers;
cooking surfaces of each of said straight approximately cylindrical pores with sugar-based carbon nanotube precursor; and
heating said template with said surfaces of said straight approximately cylindrical pores so-coated until said sugar-based carbon nanotube precursor in each of said straight approximately cylindrical pores is converted to a carbon nanotube.

5. A method according to claim 4 wherein said step of synthesizing includes the step of impregnating mesoporous silica with a material selected from the group consisting of cobalt, iron, nickel and any other active metal.

6. A method according to claim 4 wherein said step of coating comprises the step of impregnating said template with a solution of a sugar diluted in a liquid select to reduce a length of time associated with said step of heating.

7. A method according to claim 6 wherein said sugar is sucrose and said liquid is sulfuric acid.

8. A method according to claim 4 further comprising, during said step of heating, the step selected from the group consisting of applying a vacuum to said template and applying an inert atmosphere to said template.

9. A method according to claim 4 further comprising the steps of dissolving said template after said step of heating.

10. A method for growing carbon nanotubes, comprising the steps of:
synthesizing a template made from mesoporous silica such that said template has a plurality of approximately cylindrical pores formed therein;
impregnating said template with a solution of sucrose diluted in sulfuric acid;
drying said template so-treated wherein surfaces of each of said approximately cylindrical pores are coated with a reduced hydroxyl group derivative of sucrose; and
heating said template with said surfaces of said approximately cylindrical pores so-coated until said reduced hydroxyl group derivative of sucrose in each of said approximately cylindrical pores is converted to a carbon nanotube.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein said step of synthesizing includes the step of impregnating mesoporous silica with a material selected from the group consist of cobalt, iron, nickel and any other active metal.

12. A method according to claim 10 further comprising, during said step of heating, the step selected from the group consisting of applying a vacuum to said template and applying an inert atmosphere to said template.

13. A method according to claim 10 further comprising the step of dissolving said template after said step of heating.

14. A method according to claim 10 wherein said step of heating is carried out at a temperature in the range of 700-900°C.

15. A method according to claim 4 further comprising, during said step of heating, the step selected from the group consisting of applying a vacuum to said template and applying an inert atmosphere to said template, wherein the inert atmosphere is selected from the group consisting of nitrogen, helium and argon.

16. A method according to claim 10 further comprising, during said step of heating, the step selected from the group consisting of applying a vacuum to said template and applying an inert atmosphere to said template, wherein the inert atmosphere is selected from the group consisting of nitrogen, helium and argon.